Neuroscience Summit 2016

Monday, February 8

8:30-9:00 am  Coffee and registration – Amherst Room, 10th Floor of Campus Center

9:00-9:05 am  Welcome –
   • Katherine Newman – Provost and Senior Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

9:05-9:10 am  Charge for the Summit –
   • Steve Goodwin – Dean, College of Natural Sciences

9:10-9:15 am  Introduction to UMass Amherst Neuroscience –
   • Sally Powers – Associate Dean, College of Natural Sciences

9:15-9:45 am  Neuroendocrinology -
   • Luke Remage-Healey – Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
   • Joseph Bergan – Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

9:45-10:15 am  Circuits, Computation & Cognition –
   • David Moorman – Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
   • Rosie Cowell – Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

10:15-10:45 am  Models of Brain Dysfunction & Disease –
   • Gerald Downes – Associate Professor, Biology Department
   • Mariana Pereira – Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
   • Rebecca Ready – Director of Clinical Training, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

10:45-11:15 am  Neuroscience of Development & Aging –
   • Jennifer McDermott – Assistant Professor, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences
   • Agnès Lacreuse – Associate Professor, Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences

11:15-11:45 am  Introduction –
   • Michael Malone – Vice Chancellor of Research and Engagement -
   • José Lemos – Professor, Microbiology and Physiological Systems, UMass Med School

11:45 am-12:30 pm  Brief presentations on the Future of Neuroscience:
   • Gregory Ball - Dean, College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, University of Maryland
   • Sheri Berenbaum – Professor of Psychology and Pediatrics, Penn State University
   • Marvin Chun - Professor of Psychology, Yale School of Medicine, Professor of Neurobiology, Yale College Cognitive Science Program
   • Philip Haydon - Annetta and Gustav Grisard Professor of Neuroscience, Tufts University
Welcome - Provost Katherine Newman  
*Amherst Room, 10th Floor of Campus Center*

Advisors’ Presentations: Recommendations for growth of neuroscience research and training at UMass Amherst  
*four 15 minute presentations*
- **Gregory Ball** - Dean, College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, University of Maryland  
- **Sheri Berenbaum** – Professor of Psychology and Pediatrics, Penn State University  
- **Marvin Chun** - Professor of Psychology, Yale School of Medicine, Professor of Neurobiology, Yale College Cognitive Science Program  
- **Philip Haydon** - Annetta and Gustav Grisard Professor of Neuroscience, Tufts University

Open Discussion with Advisors

Concluding Remarks - CNS Dean Steven Goodwin